Abstract-Current verification methods for on-chip memory have been implemented using coverpoints that are generated based on a single operation. These coverpoints cannot consider the influence of other memory banks in a busy state. In this paper, we propose a method in which the coverpoints account for all operations executed on different memory banks. In addition, a new constrained random vector generation method is proposed to reduce the required random vectors for the multi-operation-based coverpoints. The simulation results on NAND flash memory show 100% coverage with 496,541 constrained random vectors indicating a reduction of 96.4% compared with conventional random vectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many contemporary verifications for on-chip memory have adopted constrained random testing [1, 2] . Constrained random verifications (CRVs) have received significantly less attention, despite their contribution to verification. In [3] , a word-level constraint-solving system was proposed to analyze constraint problems. Recently, parallel schemes that enable concurrent logic and memory operations have been used in many devices [4] . These parallel schemes, such as interleaving, improve memory throughput by executing many operations in each bank at the same time. Therefore, coverpoints for functional verification need to consider these parallel operations.
In this work, we present a CRV method for on-chip memory in which the coverpoints guarantee multioperations across numerous memory banks. Since the multi-operation-based coverpoints require a greater test stimulus than the previous ones, an effective generation method for constrained random vectors is also proposed. The proposed constrained random vectors allow all coverpoints to be covered with fewer patterns.
II. PROPOSED CRV METHOD
In on-chip memory under a parallel system, unexpected faults can occur because of interference between operations. In this paper, we present a new coverpoint by considering the parallel operations. Fig. 1 describes the conventional single-operation-based coverpoint and the proposed multi-operation-based coverpoint. In Fig. 1(a) , because the conventional coverpoints target an operation in a certain memory bank, the interference from operations in other memory banks is ignored. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , the proposed coverpoint is generated based on multioperations, which include the interference between busy and active state operations. This is composed of busy state information (bank #m, operation k 1 ) and active state information (bank #n, operation k 2 ), represented by ([m,
Since the proposed coverpoints consist of numerous components, a large number of random vectors are required to achieve 100% coverage. To reduce the number of random vectors required under the multioperation-based coverpoints, we propose a new generation method of constrained random vectors. The proposed random vectors examine correlations between the generated coverpoints to create groups of highly correlated coverpoints. The correlation between two coverpoints is defined as the number of identical components. For example, the correlation between
To create the coverpoint groups easily, we need a criterion for classifying each group. Fig. 2 illustrates the generation of the coverpoint groups when the criterion is set to the bank number in the active state. This is expressed as x in Fig. 2 . The coverpoints in the same group have the same components except for the criterion. In this case, the correlation is equal to 3. It is possible that the criterion has two or more components, which means more coverpoints in a group and fewer groups.
After the generation of coverpoint groups, the conventional random vectors are applied. In this procedure, random vectors covering the coverpoints are stored. The proposed constrained random vectors are applied when all coverpoint groups contain at least one covered coverpoint. Fig. 3 shows the generation of constrained random vectors. The proposed constrained random patterns are generated through the stored vectors. Because there is a high correlation between coverpoints in the same group, the corresponding vectors also have similarities. Therefore, the modified vectors from the corresponding vectors have a high probability of covering the coverpoints. In the corresponding vector set, one vector is selected at random, and its component (v j ) are modified to generate a constrained random vector. This vector is applied to all uncovered coverpoints in the group. This process is repeated until all coverpoints are covered.
The more coverpoints there are in a group, the more times the constrained random vectors can be applied.
However, if the group size is too large, coverpoints having no relevance are more likely to be in the same group. To estimate the most effective group size g, we define several variables and calculate the required number of patterns according to the group size (P(g)). P(g) can be determined by (1), where n is the total number of coverpoints, h is the ratio of hard-to-cover coverpoints (HCC), and d is the average number of random vectors needed to cover HCC. The first term in (1) denotes the estimated number of patterns such that all coverpoint groups have at least one covered coverpoint. The second term represents the number of patterns required to cover all coverpoints in the groups. From (1), the approximate group size needed to minimize the required vectors can be calculated. 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
To confirm the efficiency of the proposed CRV for onchip memory, simulations were conducted using C++. The NAND flash memory used for these verifications was provided by Hynix, and Table 1 shows the NAND flash memory operations used in the simulations. Because sub-operations are frequently executed during the main process on the request of memory controllers, we set the sub and main operations to work as a pair to constitute operations in the active state. For four memory banks, we generated 43,320 coverpoints using the proposed multi-operation-based method. Fig. 4 shows the reduction in the number of required patterns compared with previous methods. In [3] , the constraint problems were solved using a high-level netlist model. This is applied to the NAND flash to prevent the generation of patterns for banks in the busy state. For 43,320 coverpoints, 13,650,479 conventional random vectors and 2,536,129 constrained random vectors by [3] were required to achieve 100% coverage. When applying the proposed constrained random vectors, 496,541 patterns were required for a group size of 6. The results indicate a decrease in the number of required vectors of 96.4% and 80.4% compared with the conventional random vector and the proposed method [3], respectively.
To check that the proposed random vectors were uniformly generated, their distribution on each coverpoint was measured. For 100 simulations, the average number of random vectors satisfying each coverpoint is described in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 shows that the proposed constrained random vectors are uniformly distributed without depending on the particular constraints.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a multi-operation-based CRV method was proposed. As the proposed coverpoints require a large number of random vectors, the constrained random vectors based on the coverpoint groups were created by considering the correlation between coverpoints. The simulation results show that the required number of random vectors could be decreased by up to 80.4% compared with the previous constraint solver system [3] . 
